
First vs Second Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

When he reads it he won't bother us-not if I ____________________ him.1.
(know)

know

He does not yet know of my purpose, but I am sure that he would help us if
a thousand deaths ____________________ him.
2.

(threaten)threatened

If I ____________________ to like the lass as well as I have reason to
expect, it will be something more than her father, or the gallows either, that
keeps the two of us apart.

3.

(continue)

continue

If it ____________________ pride only, how could she overcome it?4. (be)were

Of course he will wait if you ____________________ to wait.5. (like)like

If anything ____________________ to me she'll give the orders.6. (happen)happens

Well, if it ____________________ out as you expect, you'll say it's my
doing.
7.

(not/turn)
doesn't turn

If I ____________________ the heroine, it would kill the book, he said.8.
(kill)

killed

If an answering signal ____________________, we could not know it.9.
(come)

came

If anything ____________________ wrong, we won't know it.10. (go)goes

But if he ____________________ them, he will become puny, sickly and
unhappy.
11.

(excite/or/abuse)
excites or abuses

And if they ____________________ rough, we won't have any trouble.12.
(not/be)

're not

And if you ____________________ I'll fight my way through.13. (not/care)don't care

If I ____________________ there in twenty minutes go back without me;
I'll wait that long for you.
14.

(not/be)
'm not
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I have changed my mind; if you still ____________________ me I will
come.
15.

(want)
want

If I ____________________, I'll let you know.16. (do)do

The principle would be equally as good, if the majority in years
____________________ also the majority in numbers.
17.

(be)were

Agreeable people he could find at home, if his only object
____________________ to pass the time.
18.

(be)was

The reader will find them to be so, if he ____________________ of them.19.
(think)

thinks

If I ____________________-I'll go clean.20. (strike)strike
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